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Bomb scares
empty three
EWU buildings

.

By Stu McDowall
and Cal FitzSimmons
Editors

Cheney firefighters cut through a wall looking for hot spots while battling a blaze at 819 Summit Drive,
the home of communications professor Noel White last week.
The fire started in the pump mechanism of White's hot tub, spread across a deck and climbed up the
wall of his house. White said over 1S calls reporting the fire came in to the fire department from
neighbors, school children and passers-by.
There was no smoke damage to the interior, and White praised the work of the fire department. "The
neat thing was that they were very aware of our psychological state (as a result of the fire) and explained
to us exactly what they were doing while putting out the fire," White said.
Staff photo by Steve Smith

Opinions vary on U.S.
involvement overseas
The deaths of American
military personnel in Beirut,
Lebanon and on the island of
Grenada hav~ dominated the
news recently.
The involvement of U.S. troops
in combat on foreign soil has profound effects not only upon the
people who are serving in these
volatile areas but on the lives of

people in this country and community as well.
Reaction to the bombing of the
Marine headquarters in Beirut
and the invasion of Grenada has
been as diverse in Spokane and
C heney as it has been across the
country.
President Reagan has reaffirmed his belief that Lebanon is of
g reat importance to the United
States and has said the actions of
terrorists should not undermine
U.S. determination to see a
lasting peace established in the
war-torn country. Reagan sees the
military's presence as vital to the
establishement of a stable government in Lebanon.
John Altman, an EWU
sophomore, agreed with Reagan's
position. "I think we should stay

there because we've committed
ourselves to peacekeeping in
Lebanon and should not be intimidated by international terrorism," he said.
Others have been calling for the
United States to pull its forces out
of Lebanon, especially following
the early morning bombing Oct.
24 that took the lives of over 230
Marines and sailors .
"The longer they are there, the
more will die," said Sen. Patrick
Leahey, D-Vermont. "Unless the
Marines have a clear-cut mission--

and a clear-cut enemy they can
fight--they should be out of
Lebanon," he said.
EWU student Joe Schmidt, 22,
also questions the need for U.S.
troops in Lebanon. "We are involved in their civil war--in
religious regimes that can't control each other, the Christians and
the Moslems. Civil war is the
worst thing to be involved in, and
I think we should leave them
alone," he said.
Despite these sentime nts, the
bombing s seem
to
h ave
strengthened the adm inistration's
resolve to keep a military presence
in Lebanon. A withdrawal of
troops now would be a sig n of
weakness, say military experts. It
appears likely tha t U .S. troops
will remain in Beirut until
American leaders fee l th ei r
presence is no longer necessary.
Just two days after th e bombing in Beirut, U .S. military forces
invaded the Caribbean island of
Grenada. The invasion followed a
military coup that displaced the
leftist leader of that country with
an even more hard-line marxist.
...continu,d on page 12

Two telephone bomb threats
and the discovery of a device built
to look like a bomb forced the
evacuation of three different
buildings on
the Eastern
Washington University campus
Wednesday.
Patterson Hall was evacuated
and closed for about two hours
after a device resembling a
dynamite bomb was found in a
third-floor restroom of that
building.
The Spokane County bomb
squad was called to remove the
device, which consisted of three
red road flares, taped together,
with a small digital clock and two
nine-volt batteries attached.
"It was a pretty good facsimile," said EWU senior John
Wadsworth, who pulled a Patterson fire alarm after seeing the
fake bomb .
Eastern eco no mics professor
Shik Youn g was the fir t to fi nd
the device , in the firc; t stall of the
third -floor wes t- ide men 's
re troo m, a bout 11 a .m ., he aid .
A ft er poi nting it out to
Wad worth, who was a lso in the
restroom, he called Campus Safety.
Wadsworth sai d h is first
thought upon seeing the device
was not of fear, but "Oh, someone's pulling a prank ."
He said the fake bomb's red
sticks looked like railroad flares
he had collected as ·a youth.
Students were evacuated at approximately 11 :00 a.m. The
building was closed until about
I :20 p.m., shortly after the bomb
squad removed the device.

{-

Just before Patterson Hall was
declared safe, radio-television instructor Don Carey recieved a
telephone bomb threat.
''They told me there was a bomb
in the RTV Building that was set
to go off in 20 minutes, " Cary
said.
Acting RTV chairman Rey
Barnes, upon learning of the
threat, ordered the building
evacuated at approximately 1: 10
p.m .
"I thought it was a hoax, but
you don't want to take any kind
of risk. You never know about
some people," Barnes said.
Ron Breitstein, program director of K-89, housed in the RTV
Building, said the campus radio
sta tion was off the a ir until about
2 p.m. when students were allowed back inside
Pearce Hall was also evacuated
early Wednesday morning after
University Police received a
lelephone threat to that building.
Police talked to a caller at
12:58, a. m., who said there was a
bomb in Pearce set to go off tn 20
min ute .
Students were awake ned a nd
evacuated Lo the Science building ,
where they stayed until a search
of the dorm was completed .
Th e approximalel y 370
students were allowed to relurn to
their rooms at 2 a.m.
Campu s Safety officials at
press time were un sure whether or
not the bomb scares were related.
Barney lssel, director at Campus Safety is concerned that some
people think bomb threats are
humorous, but lssel was not ammused.
"It's beyond the point of being
funny when a thing that looks like
a bomb is discovered ," he said.
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Components of the fake bomb round in Patterson hall that led to the
evacuation of students and cancelling of classes there Wednesda~ .
Slat"f photo by Brad Garrison

Schedules disrupted
By Kalene Phillips
Staff Writer

It was a little over two hours of
frustration and inconvenience for
teachers and students in Patterson
Hall Wednesday morning when
an apparent bomb was discovered
in a restroom stall.
Tests had been in prngress and
various other classes underway

whe n several hundred peo pl e were
evacuated and Patterson H a ll
closed .
A device appearing to be a
bo mb, which actually turned out
to be identified as a conglomeration of flares and timer devices,
was found shortly after 11 a. m .
... continued on page 12
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Childbirth diffe.-s in homes, hospitals
In a ,_·ominuarion of lasr week ·s
in1en iew wirh David Bugg, student midwife, Bugg discusses
hospital childbirth delivery and
some of his misgivings regarding
:heir methods.
By Kalene Phillips

Staff Writer
While midwives emphasize the
normal birth process and noninterference of the normal cour e
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v iew .

In the process '.) f preparing the
mother 111 1i1e 11ospital, the birth
process is interrupted a number or
time . Since the majority of births
a re without complications, thi s is
11 0 1 o nly a waste of time and
money but may also delay
delivery b y interfering with the
normal birth process, Bugg said .
For example, when an expectant mother arrives at a hospital,
. he is tran ported b y wheelchair
through the admiss ions office to a
waiting room a nd then to labor,
deli very and recovery rooms ,
before finally reaching her own
hospital room - without her baby,
he said.
She may have an enema,
anesthesia, be hooked up to IV's
or anything else that is standard

hospital preparation procedure.
Some of these may be ur comfortable or cause side effects like
cramping, he said.
Once a woman is under the control of the hospital staff, she may
feel intimidated, not know how to
refu e the services, or know that
he has the right to object. The
techniques used in a hospital environment with many deliveries of
ba bie may not be acceptable to a
w oman and she has every right
and a repsonsiblilit y to vocalize
he1 de,;ire. Bu gp ,;a id .
Doctors and hospitals took
corrn v i l>I deli ve ring bab1e iQ the
United State~ around the turn of
the century . Low-income women
used a hospital because they
couldn't afford a midwife .
Hospitals and m'idwive did not
share in technological advances
(the use of forceps) and by 1953
hospital deliveries of babies overtook midwifery. Hospital costs
soared and only the poor used a
midwife.
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of labor, hospitals tend to treat
women as if they all are going to
have complications or as if they
have an illness, said student midwife David Bugg in a recent inter-
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"Hospital staff feel it is their
business and it is difficult for
them to accept midwifery," Bugg
said. "They don't perceive midwives as competent. They don't
feel midwives know how to use
the proper equipment or use safe
procedures. They have no comprehension or awarene~s of midwifery," he said.
Bugg said he thought doctor
feel that midwifery somehow
dilutes medicine and i an un favorable reflection on the validly
of the medical profession. "It
may be something of a power
truggle, Bugg said, and in most
cases, there .is no cooperation
between hospitals and midwi ves,
he .1 ldcd .
But in most o f the world, midv,1i le r v is foremost. Denmark,
wher~ midwive'. are the norm, has
the lowest infant mortality rate in
the world. The United States rates
sixteenth .
However, since foreign countries admire U.S. technology and
think that the best they can do is

copy the United St.ates, hospital
deliveries are increasing. Midwifery is becoming associated
with a low economic status. Bugg
hopes this will change .
At least two area hospitals, including Deaconess and H o ly
Family, have integrated normal
childbirth into their maternity
wards by using birthing ~ooms
and simulating conditions of athome childbirth.
The difference is that the
Deaconess birthing room has a
walk-in closet full of emergency
equipment in case of complications. Holy Family does not accept h igh -ris k pregnanc ies .
Maternity ward nurses tend to
believe tha t the mefll !> of hospital
childbirth outweigh the ri sks of
at-home delivery. However, !heir
opinions are personal, said Judy
Schlomer, director of Community
relations for Deaconess Hospital.
There is a wide range or opinions regarding the birth process,
according to a matert1ity ward
nurse at Sacred Heart.

I It's singing psycbiatry I
New York artist
Paul
McMahon will perform his
"Rock & Roll Psychiatrist" and
"Song/Painting" pieces at the
Higher Education Gallery Nov. 7,
at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.
McMahon's "Rock & Roll
Psychiatrist" piece is developed
by soliciting questions from audience members and then composing response verses in song.

The energy of this piece is always
something of a litmus test because
of its dependence on the level of
audience participation.
Known as the "balladeer of Ii f e
in Lower Manhattan," McMahon
has performed at some of New
York's mos~ important artist's
spaces, including the Kitchen,
Mudd Club, and Max's Kansas
City.
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LUNCHEON MENU
Served from I0:30 a.m.-2: 15 p.1n.

Thurs., Oct. 27 Scotch Broth, Haw. Farmer Sand, American Goulash,
Tabooley Salad, Carrot Coin, Salad Bar, Wht & Ban.
Brd, Cocoa Krispy Bars
Fri., Ocr. 28

Clam Chwdr, Crn Dogs/Bk Bns, Turkey Fr Rice, Tuna
Taco Sid, Cut Gr Beans, Salad Bar, Wt & Crk Wh Brd,
Vanilla Pud., Sugar Cookies

Sal., Oe1. 29

BRUNCH
BRUNCH

Sun., Oct. 30

Mon., Oct. 3/

Tomato Soup, Pizza Melt, Beef Stew/Bis., Asst Meat
Sid, Corn, Salad Bar, Wt & Raisin Brd, Choe. Pudding,
Oatmeal Cookies.

Tues., Nov. I

Vegetable Soup, Nacho Sub, Suikiyaki/Rice, Chef
Salad, Zucchini, Salad Bar, Wht & Ord, •Cho. Chp
Cookies,

Wed., Nov. 2

Cr Mshrm Soup, Homemade Chili, Gr Chse Sand, Fruit
Sid Plate, Fr St. Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht & Cornbread, Snickerdooles
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Stephen Stills cancels;
voice problems blamed
By Barb Hill
Special.to the Easterner

Steven Stills, scheduled to appear at Showalter Auditorium on
the EWU campus Wednesday
night, canc~led his ,performance
because of voice problems, officials sponsoring the event said.
The performance was to be a
political forum, featuring Stills
and politician Toby Moffett, and
was sponsored by the EWU Student Democrats for Mike Lowry.
Lowry is facing Republican opponent Dan Evans for the U.S.
Senate seat in the general election
Nov. 8.
Mike Smith, EWU Assistant
Student Activities Coordinator,
said he never saw a signed contract ·confirming the performance, and the whole event involved "a lot of disorganization."
Randy Davis, acting president
of Student Democrats, a new
organization on campus with
about 20 members, differed with
that statement.
'' I do not agree that we were
disorganizaed," he said . "This
(cancellation of scheduled events)
happens all the time. We really

took it bad."
Davis said that Stills' appearance was arranged through
the Seattle Lowry campaign office, and that four stops were
scheduled: one at the University
of Washington , an appearance at
Evergreen State College, at
Washington State University and
the EWU forum. All of those appearances were canceled, Davis
said.
Neither Davis nor officials at
tlte Spokane Lowry campaign
headquarters could say for sure
whether or not a contract had actually been signed confirming
Stills' and Moffett's appearance.
Jim Desautel, a worker at
Lowry's Spokane campaign headquarters, said, "If a contract was
signed, I am unaware of it."
Desautel added, "I can assure
you that the Lowry campaign
would not have gotten involved in
a committment unless we were
sure it was going to happen. We
would not have gotten involved
with Mr. Stills unless we were 100
percent sure he would appear.
Stills' appearance was billed as
" An Evening of Music and
Politics, " Davis said, with a 30-

$2.50

Reg ularprice 1 4 W ith Coupon
Very Professionally Dry Cleaned

- - -.-..- , JIFFY CLEANERS
1708 First St., Cheney

Coupon Worth 1/20'

Phone 235-6249

minute musical opening by the
former member of Buffalo Springfield and Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young followed by a
· question-and-answer period with
Moffett and Stills. It was not in-·
tended to be a concert, Davis said.
"It wasn't meant to be a con~
cert," Smith said. " I was con-1
cerned at first that people wouldl
be coming for a concert. But if it,
wasn't going to be a concert, why:
(was Stills) worried that his voice
wasn't good?"
"He is a very proud man,"
Davis said. "He didn't want to
embarrass himself (by performing
with a bad voice). We do not hold
Steven Stills at fault," he said. .
Prior to this scheduled series o(
appearances, Davis said, Stills
had taken a week off to " let his
voice recuperate. That week off
just didn ' t do."
Davis also said that Stills was
not to be paid for his appearance,
but that the Lowry campaign was
to cover his expenses. And, since
the election is to be held next
Tuesday, the performance will
not be rescheduled.
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'Screwtape'
opens tonight
"Screwtape", the opening production of EWU Theater's 198384 season debuts tonight, 8 p.m.
in the University Theatre.
The play, based on C .S. Lewis'
"The Screwtape Letters", focuses
on a fiend and his fumbling uncle' s attempts to steal the soul of a
loveable young man.
Directing the comedy-drama is
Gene Engene, associate professor
of theatre at Eastern.
Jeff Horton will · portray the
fumbling
senior
demon,
Screwtape. Theresa Lysted appears as the provocative female,
Slumtrimpet. Mike, the charming
victim , will be played by Rich
Matheson. Judy will be portrayed
by Shelly Bakke.
Other performers include Paul
Brown, Kristi Johnson, Diane
Rostkoski, Todd W·iggin, Lanita
Grice, and Edgar Lincon.
"Screwtape" will continue to
run every Thursday, Friday and
Saturday evening until Nov. 19.
For ·reservations call 359-6400 or
toll-free from Spokane 458-6400.

•

This year. Mike Lowry \'Otcd to add an
extra 120 billion dollms to your taxes. 1

As Senator. Dan Evans is fighting to
keep inflation penalties out of your income
taxes.

Mike Lowry \'Oted to reimpose .the
inflation penalty. So \\'hen inflation goc:up. you pay more taxes. C\'cn if your dolla rs
are worth less. 2

Dan Eva ns believes people \\'ho inherit
small fa mily farms and b usi nesses should not
be pena lized with unfair inheritance taxes.

In December 1979. Nlikc Lo\\'ry \'Otcd
to keep ta x la\\'s that would han:' made
fam ilies pay unfair inheritance taxes on
small farms and businesses. That tax could
have cost many of us o ur fo rms and businesses. or forced us in to ban kruptcy. '

Dan Evans has proven he can balance
a budget, without turning his back on
people. He wants to reduce wasteful spending and channel those dollars into the allimportant task of meeting human needs.

Mike Lowry contin-ues to \ '()tt' for
wasteful luxu ries we can't afford and don't
need . So me exan1ples: Lowry , ·oted to
spend millions to subsidi:e the tobacco
industry.-¼ He voted to spend hundreds
of tho usands for operators on automatic
elevators in Congressional office buildings.~
He voted millio ns in tax dollars to fu nd
the Christopher C olu mbus 500th Jubilee
in 1992.<-

.

Robotics
seminar set ·
Eastern Washington University
and the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers is presenting
a teleconference, "Robol Sensing
and Intelligence," scheduled
Monday in Spokane.
The seminar will began at 8
a.m., on the fourth floor mall of
the Higher Education Center.
The teleconference will be
presented via a two-way audio
one-way video closed circuit
boradcast' originating from Columbia, South Car:olina.
The seminar is designed for
long-range planners and
engineers, with coverage of a wide
range of robotic topics. The
topics range from the "vision"
and "senses" that robots function
with to productivity increases due
to robots.
A student rate of $25 has been
established for both the seminar
and a light lunch. Registration information for the five-hour program is available by calling the
Higher Education Center at 4564401.

As Go, ernnr, Dan E\'ans helr,ed
babncc our state budget 12 out of 12 years.
A nd Dan kept our per capita tax increases
lowest nf all 50 states.

.

·

. Let's face it, Mike Lowry is a big spender we can't afford. On Novem ber 8th, let's vote
for a responsible, sensible, prove n Senator. Elect Dan Evans, Senator.
.

I S 120 BIi.LiON CongrHsronal Ouar1erly roll, call no 4 2. adopting a budge! ,esolul,on m,s,ng $1 20 bolhon ,n laaes over lh,ee years Adapted 229·196 Ma rch 23. 1983 Lowl'tl voled " yea " tH Con Res 911 2 INFLA TION PENAL':Y Congres ..onal Ouartertv
roll-can vo les nos 166 a 16 7. 1><ov1dIng IOt a 11uee yea, ta• cut and " 1ndea1ng" lo et,m,nale ,ncome la• " bracket c,e.,p" d ue to ,nflallon Passed 238 -19 5. June 29. 1981 Lowl)I I/Olea ·nay 3 INHERITANCE TAXES Cong,ess,onal
Ouarte,ly roll•Call no 65 7, repeahng Ille newty-,ml)lemented capital galt1s ta• add·on IO Ille Wlllefltance laa IOf family farms and famdy-owne<I business December 18. 1979 Passed 327-77 Lowry \'Ol ed " nay" - the only member ol our cong,ess,onal oelegat,on
lo oo so tHR 39191 4 TOBACCO SU8SIOIES Congreuoonal Ouat1et1y r oll-can \'Ole no 257, repeahng lot>acco subSldies Oclober ,:1 . 1981 Defeated 184·231 Lowry voled " nay · tHR 36031 5 ELEVATOR OPERArORS Cor,g, ess,onat Ouarte,tv roll-call \'Ole no
15? amendment to df4el e lunds lo, 14 operators on aulomafed elevators June 3 1983 Oelealed 101- 193 Low,y voled "nay· tHR 31351 6 CHRISTOPHER COL UMBUS JUBILEE Cong,ess,onal Quarterly ,0 11-cau vote no 193 add,ng S2 m,11,on ,n e aoeno ,tures
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Opinion

Few red necks
on
country singers

Apathetic tide is turning
By Robert Siler

Imagine our relief that the
mystery was made clear!
Associate Editor
It was obvious. Commuter
Commuter students, oft- students had seen the literary
noted for their apathy toward merits of our last issue, had
student elections, campus read it thoroughly, and even
events,
and
even
the discussed it in groups.
newspaper, dispelled that idea
Then, as a small reward for
last week, at least toward The their new-found interest, each
Easterner.
commuter had clipped out one
Shortly after they arrived on · coupon for his or her personal
campus last Thursday, com- use.
muters appeared to make a
The Easterner is pleased
run on the newspaper. Papers that we are able to give comdisappeared en masse from muters this small pat on the
our boxes. Piles of them sat on back. We're sorry we weren't
able to offer it again this week.
tables in the PUB.
But we are confident that
We even found a stack of 20
this
newly expressed interest
of them laying on the ground
outside, giving the appearance will continue. We hope our
at least that commuters had paper sells out by tomorrow.
held a seminar to discuss our We are looking forward to a
stories. By Friday our supply large turnout of commuter
voters. We anticipate huge
was gone.
One curious aspect to the crowds at all campus events
paper run puzzled us. Every this weekend.
paper we saw had something
But if that doesn't happen,
cut out of the back page.
we might have to reassess our
Upon further study, we viewpoint. If we have a thoudiscovered it was a coupon for sand extra papers -- if 800 peoa free Spokane Transit bus ple vote -- if 110 people show
up for this Friday's volleyball
ride.

THE

game -- then this new view that
students are interested may
give away to a darker thought
-- that students are greedy.
And greedy, it appears, for
a coupon worth a mere 50
cents.

Letters

Eastern vs.
Long Beach
T.o lhe editor:

I just want to say what a good
time I (and my family) had at the
EWU/ Long Beach State football
game Saturday. The football
team really made us proud of
them with their super effort and
exciting win.
The enthusiasm and fine performances by the band and
cheerleaders contributed a lot too,
to a fun day. I hope everybody
will make an effort to get out and
support the team at the remaining
games, and treat themselves to a
great time.
Lynda T. Gifford,
EWU student
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Roy Clark, that good old boy from Hee Haw, will be appearing in
the Spokane Opera House later this month. Tickets for the event, according to Opera House officials, are still available for both his shows,
though one is nearly sold out.
Clark has been singing songs of honky tonks and lonesome prairies
for many years and is well known among persons enamored with that
style of music. There is no denying he has a loyal following and I'm
sure there are plenty of people who are excited about the fact that he is
going to be in town.
But his visit doesn't generate the same excitement a concert by a band
like Def Leppard does. That heavy metal band sold out the coliseum in
a matter of hours. It isn't fair to compare Def Leppard to Clark s·ince
they come from different worlds. A more accurate comparison might
be with Willie Nelson, who played to over 30,000 enthusiastic fans at
Joe Albi stadium last summer.
Both these men can be classified as country western singers though
their styles are somewhat different, both musically and personally. I
think if the two men were going to st,a r in a western movie Clark would
be cast as the friendly old ranch hand and Nelson would probably play
the part of a mysterious stranger who is quick with a gun and drinks
whiskey for breakfast.
It all has to do with appearance. Guys like Roy Clark look like country western singers are supposed to look. They have hard suntanned
faces, short hair and their sideburns are about as close to radical as
their appearances will get. Willie Nelson, on the other hand, looks
more like the type of person you see on freeway entrances with a sign
asking for a ride to the next big town. You wonder, as you pass him, if
anyone will ever be brave enough to give him that ride.
Nelson is hardly an exception to today's country western stars. Many
of them look as though they would be allergic to horse hair and might
think Casper, Wyo. is a ghost town. They might not look like the iype
of people who would capture a country audience but their appearance
doesn't seem to matter to their fans. As long as the singers keep coming
up -with .those s.opgs of beer drinking and broken hearts that lend
themselves to easily to ·a drunken · sing-along, their records will
dominate the jukebox at redneck bars.
It would have been interesting, though, to have seen Willie Nelson,
while he was in town, take a day or two off to visit some of the bars that
play his songs over and over again. He might not have been greeted too
kindly by people who think pony tails belong on ponies.
Then how does Nelson and the rest of those long-haired country
western singers do it? It must have something to do with the lyrics in
those songs they sing; those songs that make cowboys so proud to be
cowboys .
"Mamas don't let your babies grow up to be cowboys. Don't let'em
pick guitars and drive them old trucks, let'em be doctors and h wyers
and such ."
On the surface this line out of one of Nelson's more popular songs
might appear to be a negative statement against cowboys. If that were
true, though, the song wouldn't have brought in all the money it did.
It is actually a song about cowboys that not only speaks of them well
but also sets them a step above the rest of society . It tell s the mothers
not to let their babies grow up to be cowboys but to let them be doctors
and lawyers. What the songs is saying is anyone who has what it takes
to be a cowboy can just as easily perform a kidney transplant or argue a
case before the Supreme Court.
Nelson isn't the only country western singer who looks like a member
of a motorcycle gang. Charlie Daniels comes from the same mold.
Daniels knows what the people who buy country western albums want
to hear and his songs are usually right on target with the prevailing
mood of this country's rural society. Daniels goes a bit too far in trying
to prove he really is a good old boy. His chewing tobacco commercials
and 25-gallon hat make him look about as western as Frank Sinatra.
It used to be you could pretty much identify a band's style of music
by their appearance. When the Beatles invaded America lots of folks
branded them as freaks because of their over-the-ear hair styles. All the
hair on the "mop tops" heads combined though, probably wouldn't
equal what sits on top of one of the Oak Ridge Boys heads.
Eddie Rabbit, Waylon Jennings and those ever popular boys from
the group Alabama all fall under the category of long-haired musicians
with short-haired songs.
The days when you could tell a country western singer just by looking
at him are gone. Johnny Cash, Mel Tillis, Don Williams and Box Car
Willie are still around, but they are the ones who stand out in the crowd
at the Country Music Awards.
Musicians are musicians and it seems a lot of them just want to play
whatever type of music will make them the most money.
Kenny Rogers proved that it pays to shop around when a musician is
in the market for a style of music. Rock and roll and gospel were just
two he tried before he found his calling in country and western. His
gamble paid off and his career turned around.
Appearances don't matter too much these days, but when opera
singers start dying their hair green I think ru sell my stereo.

The F_..terner encouraaes responsible opinions and the discussion of Issues, both on and off campus, •~ the form of letten to
the editor.
'
Letten should be double-spaced and typewritten, with name
and phone number of the writer included. Letters without names
and phone numben wlll not be printed.
The Easterner reserves the right to edit all letters, but only for
brevity. Bring letters to The Easterner office at room 119 in the
PUB or mail them to The Easterner, PUB 119, EWU, Cheney,
Washington, 99004.
•
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Student elections to.day
Pesition2

Position 1
And last but not least, I
think more innovation should
be involved in our student
government. They should be
involved so as to offer greater
representation for minorities
in general, but perhaps more
important, to allow nonminority students to see
minorities undertake positions
of responsibility and serve the
general interest of students as
well as those of minorities.

Pa/rick Davids on,
a
sophomore, is undeclared but
is considering majoring in
rechnology-design. He is cur- .
rently rhe lreasurer for
Morrison Hall.
The recent PUB expansion
1.:ontroversy sparked my interest in the As sociated
Students Council. I recognize
the need for responsible student leadership. Even more
than that, I realize the absolute
necessity of student participation and input. I am the
treasurer of Morrison Hall and
so am currently involved in
residence hall government. Being that I live on campus, I feel
that I'm closer to, and more
aware of, student need s and
desires.

Jose A. Correz is a junior
majoring in pre-law. His experience includes rwo years as
a member of the AS in high
school and a year as treasurer
of his high school ASB.
There are three main
reasons which led me to apply
for a council position.
First of all , I would like to
have a say in our student
government, take sides on
specific issues that concern not
only our minorities, but also
issues that concern our student
body as a whole.
Second, I am interested in
the quality of student life at
Eastern. I strongly believe I
car\ do something to improve
it.

Martina M. Fry is majoring
in communicalion sludies.
She's served lwo terms as
presidenl for the Native
American Studenl Association
al E WU, was co-founder and
vice chairman for lnchelium
Daycare Board of Direclors,
was chairman of her high
sd10ol public speech and
debate team, was president of
U. R.R . D. parent advisory
commitlee, was vice president
of project S. U.P.E .R. s/udent
advisory council, and she has
coordinared various communiry activities. She is a junior.
My background lends a
variety of perspectives that
would be more representative
of EWU students' concerns
and interests. I have been actively involved in coordinating
numerous panels, workshops,
speaker . symposiums, film
festivals, fund-raisers and
community activities.
My
professional
background has provided me
with experience in monitoring
grants, budget proposals, job
development, evaluations and '
public relations.
My bi-cultural background
makes it possible for me to be
receptive to people's differences and needs and sensitive to needs of a wide spectrum of students . Due to my
background, it is possible for
me to reflect the interests of
students.
If elected, I offer my profound intent to be open, fair,
and divert my enjoy to addressing your needs.

M.J. Welte is a finance major in his junior year. His
previous experience includes
service as presidenl of the
Black Student Union.
I have applied for council
position 2 on the premise that I
will bring a more equa l
representation of all students.
I am deeply concerned with
student needs and I am
motivated to meet those needs.

The PUB's
Main Street Deli
.

...

----Delicious Sandwiches---. Salads with 'your
choice of ingredients
and
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Funds made
available
By Alice Kirkmire
Staff Writer

I feel my three years at EWU
has enabled me to gain a unique perspective on student life.
In using this perspective, I am
qualified to develop a positive
direction to .which this institution is accustomed. I
would adamantly encourage
all to vote.
·

Kimberly A. Erickson is a
sophomore majoring in prof essional accounring. Her
previous experience includes:
presidem and vice president of
Nalional Honor Sociely, Ski
Club, joint commilfee on stuser vices,
academic
d en I
senalel A SE WU council commiffee p osirion 2, finan ce cfJmmiffee, and try ing ro reactivate
rhe srudenl heallh advisory
commiflee.
I decided to run for the
council because I wanted to
become better acquainted with
the students and the administration at Eastern, to
work closely with both of them
to make Eastern a better
university. I felt that somehow
the students were getting lost
in the shuffle.
Their opinions need to be
heard and taken into careful
consideration, so that the best
interests of the students can be
served, because without the
students there would be no
university. i have enjoyed serving the students at Eastern
and would hope I could continue to do so.

November 3, 1913

Javier O'Brien

Pos. 3

First, I' d like to start with
my backgro und and involvement at Eastern . I' m a home
econom ics major specializing
in merchandising . I plan to
graduate this spring.
I've li ved both as a resident
in the dormitor, hall s and as a
commuter from Spokane . Currently, I live off-campus in
Cheney .
Some of the organ izations I
have been involved with while
at EWU include: the student
programming board; COLHECON, former president;
student program director; student alumni council current
president.
Some of the items I'd like to
address while on your council
are,
--Improving communication
between ASEWU and the student body. This is essential for
a productive government to
represent students.
--Provide new and update
student services.
--Work towards the compler
tion of the PUB expansion
project.

At its Oct. 27 meeting, the
EWU Board of Trustees approved
a new ASEWU proposal for fun ding minor budget requests. The
Associated Students Council went
io the board with a proposal that
they let the council handle all
monetary requests under $3,000
from clubs and organizations.
Upon approval by the board
$40,000 was put in reserve for the
council to draw from.
The reasons for such a request
were many. As ASEWU Fi nance
Vice President Steve Zander explained , " Clubs come to us
(ASEWU) every couple o f week s
in need of money for special
events . It's really too much of a
hassle to go to the board fo r these
things .'' Board chairman Bert
Shaber echoes Zander's co mments, ' ' This will clean up the activities o f the board of trustees to
allow the board to concentrate on
matters that are more appropriate
to their proper role,' ' he said.
The old process involved too
much time. Most requests received by the ASEWU are for a
modest amount and are needed
for specific events, Zander said . It
usually takes two weeks for the
ASEWU to review and make a
ruling on a request, then another
three to seven weeks could be added to put the request on the
board's agenda.
The total time needed to process a budget request was five to
nine weeks . Most often by this
time the event had been cancelled
or re-scheduled because of lack of
f u nds, Zander said . Now,
however , the process is shortened
to allow convenience not only to
the council but to the clubs a nd
organizations involved as well.
However, this does not mean
the ASEWU will have any more
money to give to needy clubs.
Contrary to popular belief, the
AS does not have unlimited
resources, Zander said. But they
will put this new system to work
to help as many clubs and
organizations as their budget will
allow, ne said .

JJ's
HAIR SALON
Style, Cut, Perm
Men and Women
506 2od

235-6004

6l Q_QJ!_QQ_Q_Q_Q_~ _ Q _ Q _ SPOKANE
1

GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL
SAVE 50°/o
ON CUSTOM
PICTURE FRAMING

·saked Potatoes with
your choice of toppings

fantast ic discount in add ition to FRAME IT'S alread y low pri ces.!
•Coupon honored Nov. 20, 21 & 22nd
•Limit three projects per coupon
•Coupon and payment must accompany order
•Discount app lies only to cos t of materia ls
So bring your prints, pos te rs , photos , ta pes tries,
any item you wou ld like to prese rve, and ...
.

·Plan your lunch break at 11 :30 or 12:30 to avoid the lines

FRAME IT AT THE BON

Join Us!!

4th Fl oor Downtown
10% St uden t dis count qive n upon presenta tion ol va lid student<:>
1.0. Student discount not to be combined with custo~

I
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Performer to poi-tray
'Women of the West'
By Lisa Moon
Staff Writer

A performance of Deborah
Blanche's one-woman show,
"Women of the West," is
scheduled 7:30 p.m. Monday in
Patterson Auditorium, Room
103.
"Women of the West" is a unique blend of storytelling and
theatre. Props are few; a stool
and two chairs become a
multitude of settings. Some of
Blanclie's characters emerge from
their soft stereotypes and come to
life recounting their sagas of life
and loss , marriage and children,
hardship and struggle. They vary

Profile

in form from gentlewomen to
frontierswomen, to equal rights
suffragettes.
Blanche heads Action Arts, a
New Mexico association of performing and media artists. She
has also been working as a resident artist at the Alamo Navajo
School.
The program is co-sponsored
by the Women's Center and the
history and communications
studies departments at Eastern .
People say a picture is worth a
thousand words. Blanche's depictions of memorable characters brings the past a little closer to the
present .

United
Ministries
Pastoral Epistle
In the last publication of this Epistle I focused my attention on a
problem whose recognition and reconciliation is urgent in our
community: racism. It is an ugly word but an even uglier reality.
The delay in the Student Council grappling with the problem a~d
taking affirmative action is no excuse for you not to act m
recognizing and dealing with the racial, sexual, religious, and
class biases that emerge in your relations with others. Please trust
the Gospel to give you power to accept and transcend your o"'."n
limitations as a human being. Allow the Spirit freedom to convict
and to produce growth in understanding and love! ... On to faith
and belief.
Faith is a verb. Its actions expresses the movement of a whole
person and whole community in a living response to the God of
Justice and Love. The basic attribute of faith is trusting. God _trusts
you that in the quiet, persuasive movements of Grace and m the
awesome possibilities of freedom you will trust in return. Such a
response is the beginning of faith.
Too often faith is reduced to a set of theological statements:
"Have you accepted Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior?", "Do
you believe in the Scriptures as the Infallible Word of God?" e~c.
If one gives approval to A, B, and C then one becomes a Chnstian. This is not so. It is unfortunate that in an era of consumerism
that faith is reduced to a thing-like commodity to which people
respond to the best sales pitch to "buy" their religious experience and " faith ." The so-called "Born-Again Movement " ~nd
"I Found It" are mostly advertising campaigns in marketing
religious beliefs as faith. Instead of selling splinters of the Cross,
it's now bumper stickers, new Bibles, and lapel pins. Faith seeks
understanding of the God to whom it responds and the way of life
it intends to live. Faith includes beliefs but is not merely beliefs.
Moreover, Faith is a process and not just a product.
Yesterday, and over the next few days, various campus
ministries are working together to raise your awareness of a
world which is broken by unshared bread. The U.S. government
has estimated that 1 of every 3 pounds of pet food purchased is
consumed by people! Some students will be fasting to express
their solidarity with the hungry. Others will be soliciting money to
purchase peanut butter for the food bank. Some will do both. For
all it is an expression of faith. It is trust in the power of God to
shake loose compassion for our brothers and sisters. for where
there is hunger there is also injustice and an act, however small,
to alleviate injustice is an act on behalf of God. Share some bread,
or some peanut butter, or the Bread of Life and with it, the healing
of a broken world.
PAX,

George Hanson, Easlern's new orchestra conductor, still finds time to play the piano in spite of his new
du lies, which will soon include conducting lhe Spokane Junior Symphony.
Slaff photo by Doreen Bienz

Life experieaces lead
to conducting success
By Susan Enslow
Staff Writer

It was George Hanson's eighth
parachute jump when a classmate
stepped out of the plane and
caught his arm on the static line
of his parachute. His jump master
wasn't carrying a knife, standard
equipment for this type of
emergency, to cut the man loose.
George, being the tallest, was asked to reach out of the plane and
free the arm of the dangling man.
He accomplished the difficult
feat. Then, standing with torn
hands bloodied by the taut cords,
the instructor asked Hanson and
the rest of the class if they wanted
to jump. They replied, "NO!"
"To get beyond the technical
stage (of conducting) one has to
experience Ii fe," said George
Hanson, Eastern's new orchestra
conductor. He said a conductor
must also know everything about ·
music: chamber music, literature,
be an accomplished pianist, play a

string
instrument,
have
knowledge of three languages,
discuss pieces of music they're
working on, "the list is endless."

Hanson is impressed with the opportunities Eastern offers
him as its orchestra
conductor.
The 26-year-old Hanson started
playing piano at the age of six in
Moorhead, Minn. "I came very
close to quitting several times,"
because of all the normal things a
growing boy likes to indulge in . In
Hanson's case it was playing footbu 11,

1al'.111g

moto1qi.:k:,.

snowmobiling, skiing and trad .
It wasn't until he turned 18 that
he decided to study piano seriously. Meanwhile he was determined

Hanson is impressed with the
opportunities Eastern allows him
as its orchestra conductor. Along
with conducting here he will be
the Spokane Junior Symphony
conductor. He was very excited
about being able to offer his orchestra recruits a teacher who
plays their particular instrument
rather than a trumpet player
teaching clarinet player. These
teachers are hired as part-timers
from the Spokane Symph9ny.
He hopes to see the Eastern Orchestra double or triple in size. He
would also like more of an areawide interest in the Eastern orchestra as a fine musical organization.

Ed

It May be Peanuts to You ... Hunger Awareness Week, Nov. 1-6.
Thurs./Fri. Movies/Discussion at noon in PUB 3A, 3B 7 PM,
Fri./Sat. 5 PM. Overnight Fast at Luthem Church.
Chriatian Cbuch
Ullited Cbucb of Chriat
524 5111
423 N. Ida
235-4141
235-4193
PutorJoluaMyen
TbeaH.Balaodle
St. Paal'aEpiacopaJ Cbucb
UllitNMetllodlatCbucla
7111 uul C
4111 ud G
235-1150
W IIOO
Tbe an. Caryl Mania
Tu an. Wayu lclaau
SUN. FELLOWIBIP 1:30 PM It-BOVIE
TIIUU. ■DLE ITUDT AIIDFELLOWIJIIJI 7 PM It-BOUIE
K-GaOUPI an fonuav, call for lafo.
MElf'I GaOUP ia fonaiatJ, eall f• bafo.

a campus ministry of ...
AMERICAN BAPTIST CONVENTION
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
fHE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, U.S.A.
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

THE REV. EDWARD T. CHURCH
DIRECTOR AND CAMPUS MINISTER
K, HOUSE
N . 9TH AND ELM
~
CHENEY, WA 99004
~-j
(509) 235-2500

@

235-2732

to become a doctor. Although he
was interested in physics and took
all the right courses, "I didn't
have the kind of fascination that
you need to have in order to do
the work that is necessary."
When he became a senior he
decided to major in piano at Concordia College in Moorhead.
It was at the University of Indiana where he got his masters in
piano, became interested in conducting and got the opportunity
to conduct for the visiting
Leonard Bernstein. This resulted
in his being chosen in the summer
of 1982 as · one of nine,
worldwide, to take two classes
from Bernstein in Los Angeles.
And last summer he was chosen,
one of three worldwide, to go to
Tanglewood (summer home of
1he Boston Symphony) on a
fellowship, again studying under
Bernstein . "Bernstein is a genius
who really can't always explain
himself. He just does it and it
comes out right," Hanson said.

NOTICE!
Those students who have bee.n
disenrolled because of nonpayment may be reinstated by
paying . -the balance of their
tuition and fees ,plus a $25
reinstatement fee. Please pay
,the balance in · the cashier's
off ice, Showalter 120, prior to 5
p.m., Nov. 18, 1983.

George Hanson, on his 19th
and final skydiving jump, had a
malfunction. He used rental army
surplus gear that he hadn't' packed that morning. After his · I0sec~nd delay he pulled his release
cord and his chute didn't open.
He looked up to see that the cords
were tangled. "I really did think I
was going to die at that · moment.•• He resorted to his ·
primitive reserve chute which entailed a six step process. The
opening shock caused him to
break four ribs. Because he
couldn't steer the reserve chute,
he landed on 'a gravel road and
broke.a bone in his foot. "Skydiving injected a new awaref!ess info
my life and I think into my music
too," Hanson said.

You have the opportunity to see
George Hanson conduct in the
Showalter Auditorium Nov. 6 ar
3:00p.m.

INSIDE ••• •

·Rift~ team aiming
at national shootout

EWU upsets 49ers, p. 8
Ballentine a leader, p. 9
A useless slaying, p. 1 O

.,.

By Gordon Wittenmyer
Sports Staff Writer
The Eagle rifle team is aiming
for a berth in the national collegiate championship shootout as
it heads into the 1983-84 campaign, and the team has a good
shot at making it.
For the first time since 1979,
EWU earned an invitation to the
nationals last year where it finished seventh in an eight-team field.
Eastern was the only team west of
the Mississippi to reach the nationals last year and was the only
ema there that didn't offer
cholarships as part of its proram.

E\VU stlll winless in MWAC
By Gordon Wittenmyer
Sports Staff Writ~r
Eastern's volleyball team continues to suffer casualties in its attempt to scale the heights of the
Mountain West Athletic Conference.
Still at the base of the MW AC
standings, the Eagles are winless
against conference opponents
following losses to Boise State on
Friday and Portland State on
Saturday .
"That team's better than we
are," EWU coach Barb Moe said
a fter the Boise State match that
BSU won 16-14, 14-16, 15-9 and
15-9.
EWU 's lame serving was a
deci sive factor in the Friday night
stomping at the hooves of the
Broncos. The Eagles -continually
served the ball into the net, and in
the third game, Eastern's final
two serves fell dead from the net
onto the floor.
"It was terrible said Moe of
the serving . "If there's one thing
that cost us the match, that was
it.
And Eastern continues to be
hampered by injuries, the most
obvious being that of the castclad Signy Novak (knee operation) who watched the match
from the sidelines, hobbling on
crutches to and from each side of
the net between games.
"With injuries .. . we're not as
strong," said Moe. "We can't
fight as hard as we have to win,"
she added.

.

.

Prior to the nationals, the
Eagles faced teams from the west,
dominating those opponents with
apparent ease.
Listing some of the toughest
teams Eastern meets in a season,
Eagle coach Sgt. Pat Allen said,
"We really don't have one." But
he added, "WSU's got a good
team--up and coming." Even the
Cougars offer three scholarships
to EWU's zero.
" EWU was kind o f the pioneer
o f the (rifle team) program (in the
west)," said Allen regarding
Eastern's prominence in the
continued on page 9

Computer game, terminal and
Office Equipment Covers
custom designed for Christmas
in your choice of colors.
Water-proof, dust-prool
235-8268

or
235-2440

ti

ti

Among the massing from the
action are the dwindling Eagle
volleyball fans . Compared to the
near, if not, record crowd of 390
in attendance for the homecoming
match against Whitworth, the
Boise State match drew what is
believed to be the thinnest crowd
o f the season : 135 total, 55
student s.
Prior 10 the 15-6, 15-10, 15- 11
loss to Portland State, Moe
pointed out the difficulty that
would be involved in beating the
Vikings as a bypassing Chris
Bourchier interjected, "We're
gonna beat 'em."
Eastern hosts Weber State and
Idaho State Friday and Saturday,
respectively, before ending
MW AC play the following
weekend on the road against
Montana and Montana State.

---....... ----..
f Elegant Egg \
··.

Jan Zurfluh prepares to spike against Portland, State defenders
last Saturday.
Staff photo by Steve Smith
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Try our NEW
" Crabby" Savage Sandwich
-orHot or Cold Sandwiches
Broasted Chicken
Chef Salads
We now feature "Dragon Lair" video
at EWU's PIZZA PLACE

.
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·diesel and lubricants
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Residence Hall Storage room - Any former
residents who have left items in dorm storage areas must pick them up by Nov. 7.
Unclaimed items will be turned over to
Campus Police.

14,788 to chooM from - all aubjectll
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T-wo halves a Charm l'!~~N:tiona~~£~~!.~!;:,?.~a
·

By Bill Akers
Sports staff writer
Eastern pulled off a large upset
Saturday, downing Long Beach
State 20-17 at Joe Albi Stadium in
Spokane.
A crowd of 2,200 turned out to
see the second game of a special
prep-college twin bill. The
preceding prep game saw Central
Valley defeat the Shadle park
Highlanders to clinch a playoff
spot.
The Eagles came out fired up
with a confidence overflowing
from the 38-0 thrashing of Montana Tech two weeks ago. They
picked up where they left off.
After spotting Long Beach
State a 3-0 lead on a 21-yard field
goal by Jose Oceguera, the Eagles
erupted for 17 first-half points.
Rob James, Eastern's backup
quarterback, lined up at halfback
and promply threw to Craig
Richard son for a 50-yard
touchdown.
The Eagles then took advantage
of the first of Dave Marriot's two
34-yard field goals for a 10-3 leaJ
at the end of the first period.
Eastern also scored a
touchdown in the second quarter
when Steve White, who completed 15 of 30 passes for l 43
yards of the day , tossed his only
TD pass of the afternoon, a 5
yard strike lo tight end Tim Bradbury.
The 49 er's Oceg~era then
booted a 33 yarder as the half

ended with the score l 7-6 in
Eastern's favor.
Oceguera hit another field goal,
this one 29 yards away and
backup quarterback Doug Disney
plunged a I yard for Long
Beach's lone touchdown. A twopoint conversion following the
score tied the game at l 7.
Marriott's second 34-yarder
midway through the fourth
quarter proved to be the margin
for victory as the Eagles held on
for their second straight win.
Long Beach appeared
frustrated offensively and never
did get rolling . The defense,
likewise, spent most of the time
flaring their tempers and receiving penalties rather than playing
the game.
Long Beach outnumbered
Eastern in all categories such as
first downs, rushes-yards, passing
yards, and time of possession.
Unfortunately for the 49ers, they
also outnumbered the Eagles in
turnovers, punts and penalties.
Long Beach suffered 193 yards in
penalties on 17 violations.
The Eagles were obviously up
for the game and showed it as
their defense stifled the highoowered Long Beach offense. The
49ers super-quick Lenny Mon-

~

/
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Although the win was a huge
one for the Eastern program, it
did have its drawbacks. Barely
2000 fans were on hand for the
Eagles' finest moment of the
year.
Also, three defensive
starters, Ron Archie, Bill Altena
and Chet Bridger, were injured
during the course of a brilliant
showing by 't he Eastern defensive
unit.
This. week the Eagles travel to
Bozeman·, Mont. to take an the
Montana Stale Bobcat :; as
Eastern returns to its Big Sky
dominated schedule.
Three wins the rest of the
season and Eastern will avoid a
losing season. Dick Zornes, who
got his 30th win as Eagle coach at
his alma mater Saturday over
Long Beach State, would avert his
first losing season should EWU
knock off Montana State, Montana and Portland State in that
order.
Zornes, 30-16 in just under five
full campaigns at Eastern, had a
17-3 mark at his first head
coaching post at Columbia Basin
College in Pasco. He's 47-19
overall.
The Eagles will need another
strong game from White to knock
off the struggling Montana State
Bobcats at Bozeman. Eastern lost
a last-quarter heartbreaker to the
Montana team last year, however,
Eastern leads the series 4-2.

r-(
,:

tgomery rushed for 10 l yards and
All-America candidate Todd
Dillon passed for 215 yards, but
the California school was inhibited by poor field position,
penalties, and bad breaks all day.

. . .
.
<

Eastern, 2-5, and Montana St.,
1-8, have played five of the same
Big Sky opponents. Both were
beaten by all five. Montana
State's lone Big Sky win came
over rival Montana last Saturday
28-8.
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Staff photo by Brad Garrison

Idaho, Idaho State, Weber
State and Northern Arizona all
defeated MSU by a larger margin
than they downed Eastern.
Montana
State
defeated
Eastern 24-20 last year before
7,007 fans .
White, gaining on one-season
passing records with each pass
and completion, has completed
149 of 255 attempts for l ,518
yards. He's almost assured of
breaking attempts, completions
and yards for one season in
Eastern's final three games.

ZORNES PONDERS--This is just
one of several expressions EWU
Coach Dick Zornes (above) will
wear during a course of a game.
EWU's upset of Division I-A
power Long Beach State was
Zornes' 30th win as Eagle mentor . •

Aday at
Jo.e Albi
ISAACSON
SCRAMBLES-Freshman running back Chris
Isaacson (riabt) stretches for extra
yardage as .-,9er defensive back
wrestles the Eagle down. EWU
upset the Niners of Long Beach
Saturday, 20-17.
Staff photo by Doreen Bienz
;

,
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week young, and the favorites to make it to the World Championship ~eries are winning as usual.
Specifically, the Philadelphia 76ers and Los Angeles Lakers.
One would be foolish not to pick the Sixers to repeat in '84 for
several reasons: 1) The "city of brotherly love" team lost just 17
games in 82 regular-season contests. The 76ers breezed through last
year's playoffs with just one setback. 2) Moses Malone. 3) Julius
"The Doctor" Erving. 4) Andrew Toney and Maurice Cheeks, not
to overlook a bench consisting of Bobby Jones, Marc Iavaroni,
Frank Edwards, Clint Richardson, an older brother of Eastern
Washington University wide receiver Craig Richardson, and rookie
Leo Rautins of Syracuse.
This season we'll see 16 of the
NBA's 23 teams qualify for the
post-season follies. Some have
said that this year's race for a
playoff berth will actually be a
ETC.,
battle. to see which seven teams
ETC.,
can't muster enough wins to make
the elite final 16.
ETC.
Los Angeles may find repeating
as Western Conference champs,
lei alone Pacific Division title
winners, much more difficult in
'84 than last season.
GREG LEE
Without further adieu, here 's my divisional winners and World
Championship qualifiers and champion.
First the Western Conference:
Pacific Division
I. Los Angeles--You can't bet against a good thing. The Lakers
traded Norm Nixon and an also ran in Ed Jordan to San Diego for
the Clippers' No. I draft choice, Byron Scott, and backup center
Swen Nater. This trade could end up helping the Lakers more than
the Clippers. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar can conceivably rest more each
game, tbus prolonging his career and keeping him fresher each
game . Plus, 1he takers have Earvin "Magic" Johnson, James Worthy, Mike Cooper, Jamaal Wilkes and Bob McAdoo. Get the picture?
2. Phoenix--This team always finished strong in league play but
chokes in the playoffs. It will happen again in '84.
3. Portland--The Trail Blazers could be the surprise of '84.
Portland, given 82 league games to develop game-in and game-out
continuity, could become as tough as the Lakers. Look for Jack
Ramsay's troops to start slow, but pick up pace and steam come
playoff time. Jim Paxson is easily the best white guard int he NBA .
4. Seattle--With seven new faces, Coach Lenny Wilkens will have
his hands full trying to mold this group into a consistent winner.
Jack Sikma must rebound and have a productive season as weJJ as
Gus Williams.
5. San Diego--Still will qualify for post-season festivities.
6. Golden State--Not enough offensive players.
Midwest Division
l. San Antonio--Despite a new coach, Morris (Who?) McHone,
will have veterans Artis Gilmore, George Gervin, Mike Mitchell and
Johnny Moore to work with .
2. Kansas Cily--Cotton Fitzsimmons miraculously guided this
team to a 45-37 record last season.
3. Denver--This mile-high team will score, score and score, but
defensive weakness will haunt the Nuggets .
4. Dallas--Coach Dick Motta signed a three-year contract at the
end of last year and will continue to guide the progress of this young
team. No true center and lack of quality depth will be the
Mavericks' downfall.
5. Houston--This team won 14 games last year. Not even Ralph
Sampson, all 7-foot-4 of him, can turn this team into an immediate
playoff contender. Bill Fitch needs at last two seasons.
6. Utah--For a quarter of the season this team will be known as
the Las Vegas Jazz. Eleven games have been scheduled for the city
of 24-hour action.
Eastern Conference:
Atlantic Division
I. Philadelphia--After blowing opportunities to win an NBA
Championship in ' 77, '80 and '82, the Sixers claimed the championship last season with relative ease.
2. Boston--Larry Bird and Kevin McHale, not to overlook center
Robert Parish, make this Celtic frontline almost unstoppable. The
Celtics will glide through the season without much trouble and will
be a tough force in the playoffs.
3. New York--This team led the NBA in defense last year and will
do it again this season. Hubie Brown is exactly what New York
needed. A little more offensive punch from Leonard "Truck"
Robinson and consistent performances from newly acquired Ray
Williams will make the Knickerbockers a playoff contender.
4. New Jersey--Stan Albeck left San Antonio and wound up with
a team loaded with talent.
5. Washington--This could be the best last-place finishing team in
the NBA. Gene Shue's problem is that the Bullets find themselves in
one of the toughest divisions" in the NBA.
Central Division
I . Milwaukee--lf this team stays healthy, watch out. The biggest
question mark is Bob Lanier. Will his knees hold up through
another rigorous season?
2. Atlanta--New ·H awk Coach~Mike Fratello ta~es over a- team
with holdovers Dan Roundfield, Dominique Wilins and Tree
Rollins. Atlanta could catch Milwaukee if Fratello's system catches
on.
3. Detroit~-lsiah Thomas and Kelly Tripuka provide this team
. with a powerful offensive threat. However, if the defense doesn't
improve neither will the Pistons.
4. Cleveland--The Cavaliers will improve, bui not much.
5. lndlana--Jack McKinney will need more than the 20 points and
10 rebounds per game from Clark Kellogg.
6. Chica10--Kevin Loughery is the new coach, but turmoil still has
this club tied up.
··
My pick to win the Western Conference title is Portland_.
Philadelphia gets the nod in the East.
It's a repeat of l 977, except this time Philadelphia wins in six.
If I'm wrong, don't call me, I'll call you. If I'm right, you'll read
about it.
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BaDeatine breaks lclw
By Colin Cowherd

Sports Slaff Writer
Eastern cross country and track
standout Michelle Ballentine may
be breaking the unwritten laws of
collegiate athletics.
Not only does the physical
education major win nearly every
race she participates in, she also
does the unheard of. She has fun
while running.
Sshhhhh, let's keep that quiet
Michelle.
"This summer I trained harder
than ever, I figured it was my last
year and I wanted to do it right,"
she said. "I'm just running this
year and I'm ~njoying myself."
Ballentine comes to Eastern via
Spokane Community College.
She is originally from the Federal
Way area of Tacoma.
"SCC had its ups and downs,"
she said.
Ironically, while at SCC,
Ballentine and the rest of the
Spokane crew would drive out to
Chenev to oractice indoors during

Rifte--

MICHELLE BALLENTINE
the winter off-season. Now at
EWU, Coach Deborah Tannehill
prohibits any running on
Eastern 's indoor oval because it is
inadequate for long distance
training.
As mentioned, Ballentine also
doubles as a trackster. In both
sports, she's under the tutelage of
Tannehill.
"She (Tannehill) does an excellent job," Ballentine said.
"She treats everyone differently .. . the way they want to be
treated. She puts into it as much
as you do."
Ballentine

EWU's runners don 't have a great
deal of running options. Especially since Eastern's home course,
the Spokane Arboretum, is labeled "the hardest" by Ballentine.
"There's a lot of hills and it's a
loop so you have to run t!le same
thing twice," she said.
Cross country courses are 3. I
miles long and are usually laid out
on golf courses or in parks.
Eastern's quick rise to Division
I status, realistically, will deny
EWU's ladies from competing in
nationals. For Ballentine there are
other goals.
'' I really want to get a PR (personal record) in ihe 3,000 (meters)
in track;'' she said.
" I like track better," she continued. "There's no surprises in
cross country. I Ii ke running flat
courses better.••
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WE SELL

Clean, ·Reconditioned
Cars and Pickups
from

S750toS1950
Budget USED CARS
534-0238

E. 3223 Sprague

Bring this ad with you when you purc hase a
car from us & we'll give you 2 free snow tires.

When you decide
to lose weight
call Diet Center!

Ballentine will lead EWU into
the second Mountain West
Athletic Conferenc·e cross country
championships Saturday. The title contenders include Idaho, host
Mo11tana and Weber State.

You Can Lose 17 lo 25 Pounds
In Just 6 Week s .. .
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continued from page 7
sport, pointing out that rifle competition is "very new on the West
Coast."
Also, Allen said, "The
Spokane and Cheney area produces some good shooters."
One of those good shooters is
female team member Launi Meili,
currently ranked sixth of 180
shooters across the country.
Meili is also a 1984 Olympic
hopeful. "I don't think the
University is aware of that," said
Allen . Meili will be the team's
lone entry in the Olympic tryouts
in Los Angeles this spring.
Though last year the Eagles
sent both an air rifle squad and a
small-bore (.22 caliber) team to
the nationals, it may be more difficull to get a small-bore team in10 the narionals this year.
Eastern needs entries for both
categories to qualify for an
overall national standing. " We
know we can put an air rifle team
back in nationals, " Allen said.
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Mankind: nature doesn't waste
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& senior citizens.
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STUDENT
DISCOUNT
1815 3rd St.

IBM, SCM, ROYAL

10%

235-2740

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

KURT STERZELBACH
OWNER

Cheney

By Steve Hayes
Spokane where I hoped to hunt
" Outdoors Writer
during the late bow season. It was
The afternoon sun was casting heavily hunted during the general
long shadows through the trees of season, but it would be desolate in
the forest. The logging road I December.
walked down had many signs of
hunters, but as I crept dteper into
The road dipped into a draw
the woods the human sign began and as I entered it I spooked a
to disappear and the deer sign large group of ravens out of the
became thicker. I was scouting a brush. The breeze swirled and I
piece of stateland north of recognized the smell of rotting

TEACH IN JAPAN
Persons with a degree or job-experience fn such fields as engineering, business administration,
finance, pharmacology, linguistics, languages or computers wishing to teach Japanese adults for one or
two years in Tokyo and other parts of ,Japan should write to:
International Education Services

Shin Taiso Bldg.

10-7, Dogenzaka 2-chome, Shibuya-ku
Tokyo, Japan 150
Instructors employed by I.E.S. will teach Japanese businessmen and engineers English as a second
language and the terminology in their own field of study or job-experience m Japan .
No Japanese language is required for classroom instruction. Prefer persons with one to two years job
or teaching experience, or master's degree. An orientation and tra ,ning are given in Tokyo .
Information on salary, transportation and housing can be obta inf;d by providing International Education
Services with a detailed resume and a letter indicating an interest in the position.
Personal interviews will be held in Seattle in December, 1983, and in .San Francisco and Los Angeles in
early January, 1984. Selected applicants are expected in Tokyo Marc h th rough August, 1984.
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flesh. I cautiously walked into the
brush and at the bottom of the
draw I dound the body of a dead
deer. What had on<;e been a nice
sized two-point buck was now a
heap of carrion. Its glassy eyes
had been pecked out by birds and
its graceful legs bent grotesquely.
My first thought was that the
deer had been wounded by a
hunter who was unable to find the
animal. But as I looked around
the area it appeared to me that the
buck had been shot and left
deliberately.
There was a well used deer trail
above the draw and on the trail I
found a large pool of dried blood.
A path of blood, hair, and knocked down brush led from the trail
down to the deer. I could find no
other signs of blood in the area,
indicating to me that the buck had
received its initial wound on the
trail near the large pool of blood.
If this was the case, the person
who shot the buck had, for some
unthinkable reason, left it to rot.
It seemed unbelieveable to me,
but I knew that things like this
happened every fall.
Thousands of years ago an action of this sort would have been
unheard of. But then, hunting
was strictly a means of subsistence. As civilization developed
hunting became more of a sport
than a survival need . But it is a
very special sport since it involves
the death of a living animal. The
hunter has a great responsibility
to insure that the death of the
animal he pursues is not senseless
or harmful to game populations.
The killing of game can only be
justified if the ecosystem in which
the animal lives can afford the
loss and if the meat is not wasted.
The sport that is involved does
not come from the death of the
animal. The true sportsman finds
pleasure in the pursuit of a goal,
being among wild animals, and
eating food that the land has produced . But when the death of the
animal becomes the sport, the
person who kills is no longer a
hunter but a murderer.
I returned to the area where I
found the deer a couple of days
later and found that even though
a human had wasted an animal,
nature hadn't. Ravens, coyotes,
and
countless
microscopic
scavengers had efficiently cleaned
up the mess that had been made.
The only thing left of the carcass
was the backbone and a few ribs
that had been stripped clean .
It always seems like the natural
world tries to right the things that
humans do wrong . But if we continue to depend on nature instead
of ourselves, we may end up in
the same situation that the twopoint buck was in.
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■ You can take free civilian flying lessons
Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
cofllll1is.5ioning program. You could start planning on a career like the
men in this ad have. And also hme some great advantages like:
If }OU're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year
making more than $17,000 a year
■ As a freshman or sophomore, }OU could complete your ba5ic
training during two six-week summer . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Maybe you can be one ofus.
ses.5ions
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earn more than $1100
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See your Officer Selection Officer, Lt C. Snow on October 31-November 4, 1983 or
.
. call (509) 456-3746 collect.
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be. done, so he wants to enlist to
do , ori1e1hing about · it,'' Rainey
aid .
International reaction-to the in.. .continued from page I
va i n has not drawn a positive a
ncern for the a fety of re ponse. Negative opinion in
American citizens
n Grenada
Great Britain has threatened the
a nd fear tha t the island was being
deplo y ment of U .S . crui s e
u-,ecl a an utp t fo r C uban and
mis iles th re ,
and
other
Rus ian militar acti itie prompAmerican allies have compared
te I the in a io n. a cording to
the invasion to communist-style
Reagan admini tration official .
military adven turism.
Public reacti o n 10 the inva ion
"This action puts the U "S., as
f Grenada has been more
far as foreign affairs go, o n the
po · iti e tha n the reaction to
ame level a the Soviet Union, "
Ame rica n invo lvement in Beirut.
aid Ernst Gohlert, director of the
" \ 1' a bo ut time our country
i111ernational affairs program at
lo pped taking guff and started
W U.
ta king a
tand ,"
aid Steve
Goldadl:. an o ffice clerk at the
ie tn am
c teran
Outreac h
C enter in pokane .
Gold a de . a Vietna m veteran,
aid I h~ u of troo ps in Grenada
i on a better level than the use of
troops in Vietnam, and added
tha t the 15 veteran in the room
wi1 l1 him during the interview
agreed with hi s as essment.
Although there was some conArmed forces recruiters across
cern for the safety of American
the nation have noticed an instudents in Grenada, Gohlert callc rease in the number of people ined
that reason a "fig leaf," and
terested in joining the military
said
it was used as an excuse for
since the Grenada invasion. While
an invasion the United States had
the number of applicants in
been waiting for the right time to
Spokane has not risen as rapidly,
initiate.
local recruiters have noticed a
Reactions among veterans to
strong patriotic mood in those
Beirut and Grenada have been
who have applied.
mixed.
While Goldade and other
"I
have heard
nothing
veterans
at the Outreach Center
negative, everybody's been pro
said they support the invasion of
military. It makes me feel good,"
Grenada, others are uneasy with
said Sgt. Charles Rainey, at the
reports of the carnage at the
Spokane Valley Marine Corps
Beirut massacre.
recruiting substation . "A young
man sees something that needs to
Vets' Corner
Page 12
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Beirut-

Lifetime Foam Air Filters. Makes
a perfect Christmas gift for
anyone . These filter s are
guaranteed for as long as the
receiver owns their car o r truck. If
it ever fail to per form a descri bed by Ams/ o il it will be replaced
free o f ha rge . Fifth year in
b u iness. Plea e call J o hn Hartley
(509) 235 -2955 A m./ ii.

By Al Vogel ·
A
"Vietnam
Veterans
Awareness Progq1m" will be of-

For Sale - I 1/i m ile fro m C heney .
3 bdrm , 2 ba th , fire place , deck ,
r an ge , d i h wa h e r ,
ho p ,
greenhouse . On S ½ acres. Much,
much more. $450. 235-4009.

Showie's

New and used violins, violas,
cellos and guitars of high quality.
Student rentals also. Complete instrument and repair service. Lundins Violins, Spokane, WA. 9267357 .
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25 Words or Less
I

fered free to the public noon
Wednesday, in the Patterson
Auditorium, said Lisa Rosenau,
pre ident of Residence Hall
Council.
A videotape titled "Spooks ,
G ooks and Grunt " will be
hown, which is a documentary
on the Vietnam war and its participants.
According to Rosenau, the program will be "aimed toward people who want to find out about
Vietnam vets."
Rosenau, 21, said, "There's a
gap between my generation's
understanding of Vietnam, its

said one group of women students
waiting for classes to resume .
"I have to go to work at 2 p .m .
and my books are in there," said
Kevin Berg, a sociology student.
There's not. much anybody can do
about it but wait and see what
happened, he said.
Commuters expressed frustration at missing their buses while
they waited to retrieve thei r
books.
Other students waiting for their
noon classes were worried about
taking an exam or being reviewed

The blood drive, manned by
Cadets Lt. Riegal and Capt.
McFadden said business was
busier than usual during the Patterson Hall shake down. For' the
blood takers, maybe the bomb
scare was a blessing in disguise.
for mid-terms taking place thi s
week .
' ' I need today's class so I can
be ready for the test tomorrow ,"
said Lisa McKnight, a n
Economics I 00 student.
Business in the studen t unio n
building was brisk a s many
students abandoned the uncertainty and a possible long wai t for
the warmth of the PUB.

Hunger isn't peanuts
By Roberl Siler
and Susan Walsdorf
Staff Writers

hunger fast and retreat and two
movies on world hunger are
scheduled, as well as a fundraising drive to buy peanut butter
for Spokane and Cheney a rea
food banks.
Four campus ministry groups
are sponsoring the activities,

An estimated 75 percent of the
world's people are either undernourished or malnourished, says
Lutheran campus minister Fred
Fritz.
Around the Spokane area,
6,100 people a month receive help
from area food banks, food •bank
officials say.
Addressing both those concerns
are the goals of Hunger
Awareness Week at Eastern. A

which began Tuesday and will run
through Sunday.
The hunger fast is to begin
tomorrow at noon. Those
students wishing to fast as a
group can attend a retreat at Emmanuel Lutheran Church, 639
Elm, Cheney, said Gerald Veik, a
campus minister with the His Life
Catholic Center.
The retreat, led by medical missionary, Dr. Greg Gamman, will

begin at 7 p.m. Friday and end
Saturday at 6 p.m., Veik said.
Donations collected during the
week will be used to buy peanut
veterans, and why some o f them
butter for the Spokane and
would have difficulties. "
Cheney area food banks. The
There will be a question and
C oun ty Corner IGA sto re has
answer panel composed of Viet- ag reed to sell pea nu t b ut ter to the
nam veteran s after the sho wing o f group at its cost, Fri tz aid .
1he video.
Fritz cam e up wi th id ea to b uy
" This is simply to give student s
peanut butter when he learned
a nd · anyone el se a chance to gain
tha t the local food banks were regreater awareness (of the Vietnam
questing it beca use of its high prowar)," she said .
tein value, he sa id . T he idea wa.
a lso the basis for the week 's
Commenting on the future o f slogan, " It May Be Pean uts to
this program, Rosenau said, "We You ... " he said.
The film " I Want to Live, "
would like to make an annual
event of the ninth of November narrated by John Denver, will be
for Vietnam Veterans Day for this shown to1ay al noon in the PUB
3A. "Beyond the next Harvest"
· campus."
- . , will be presented tomorrow at
noon in PUB 3B. Both films deal
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"It's a terrible inconvenience,"

Friday Afternoon
Club
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... continued from pi\ge 1

Dan Lavin 8-12

FOR RENT: One bedroom furnished, $230. One bedroom unfurnished, $215. College Park
Apartments. 18 W. 2nd, No. 111, ,
235-6155.

1

"They are a sking why we are in
Lebanon--the same questions that
were being asked 20 year.s ago
about Vietnam . 1'11) afraid this
will rekindle memories in our vets
who are still trying to work out
their own delayed stress,"
Richardson said.
The events leading up to the
bombing in Beirut and the invasion of Grenada were unrelated,
yet they were both part of the
grand scale of American international politics. The many reactions to the two situations and
their importance, have pushed the
debate over American international policies into high gear.

Bomb threat---------

Live Music

Apartments for Rent. 1 & 2
bedrooms available. College Hills
Apartments, 2220 1st Street, 2358300.

I

Clark Richardson, a counselor
at the Center, agreed. "Everyone
at the Center i apprehensive
about what is going on . It's a
' here we go again' attitude, a
bunch of teenagers trying to fight
a war they are 1101 allowed to
fight. "

-

Program set to help 11eople
understand Vietnam vets

Classifieds

ill. r~ru•1~~

"Human life is the most important issue involved and no one
ho uld die for nothing," said
Dave Holden, director of the
enter. "Many of the men killed
went straight froth high school to
the Marines to death . They never
had a chance (to experience) life,"
he said.

$2.00

a.m.

Deadline Monday· 9:00
Payment Due When Ad is Submitted ·
Checks Payable to Alpha Kappa Psi · , -·
For 11'formation C_cµ~ 359-7930

acon
urger

$139

Served with Cheese

Iwith world hunger, Fritz said.
·

The Hunger Awareness Week

Iactivities were designed both to

educate students about the hunger
I problems the world faces and to
1 help meet an identifiable local
need, Fritz said.
The campus ministry groups
sponsoring the events are the
CAYAM, lntervarsity, United
Ministries, and His Life groups.

When YOU
need us ...

Coupon expires Nov. 9th , 1983
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